Hold two pieces together at inner radius and move socket up against the ball’s wedged end.

Separating - TRC.40

Bend Triflex® into its radius and twist apart, counter-clockwise.

Separating - TRC.60 · TRC.70 · TRC.100

Insert screw driver into the opening of the socket from the top. Then twist apart, counter-clockwise.
Hold two pieces together at inner radius and move socket up against the ball’s wedged end. Push until a clicking sound indicates a secure fit of socket onto the ball.

Insert screwdriver into the opening of the socket from the top. Then twist apart, counter-clockwise.

Bend Triflex® into its radius and twist apart, counter-clockwise.

Easy to fill - simply press cable in... ...and easy to take the cables out
Assembly Instruction Triflex® R - TRL

Very easy to assemble - simply press the ball into the socket, ready!

Separating - TRL.40 · TRL.60 · TRL.70 · TRL.100

Just twist the ball slightly to remove it from its socket

Filling - TRL.40 · TRL.60 · TRL.70 · TRL.100

Easy to fill - simply press cable in... ...and easy to take the cables out

Mounting bracket installation - in this case, a "light" bracket with an intermediate connection

Easy assembly - open the mounting bracket, install the chain and snap the mounting bracket shut again. To open, push a screwdriver against one side and pry apart.

Assembly instructions Version TRC page 2.5